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[T]he internal workings of the mind were not mapped to the machine; instead, we conceived of the classroom as a "mechanism" for interaction and collaboration and mapped those social processes to the computer. In essence, we textualized the computer: we made it enter, and used it to support, the historical, social processes that we felt defined the production of texts in any instructional or conferencing environment. (xv) In such situations of use, text is embedded within systems-it is not separate like a book or a magazine. Its texture is shaped by both the machine and the instrumental purposes and social interactions to which the text is put. Screenbased text becomes part of a physical system that governs where it can be used, who can access it, what is needed to access it, and so on. Text is inseparable from the machine.
Notice how different this tends to make screen-based text from paper text. While books are self-contained, portable, and usable within almost any situation, screen-based text becomes dependent on a larger technological and social environment, to be used under delimited circumstances, typically as an integral part of other ongoing events. This is an important contrast in the pragmatics of paper vs. screen, underscored by the contrast of text-intensive books vs. situationally embedded screen-based language.
Interactive Text
It is commonplace to characterize the reader's role in a text as being active or transactive, constructive or constitutive. In this view, readers construct or reconstruct a text in their own image, bringing as much to a text as they take from it. When we talk in these ways, we often have in mind private encounters with text in physically inactive settings. We are talking primarily about mental processes, or language processes, or sometimes social processes, but not necessarily physical processes.
It is useful to view the reading of electronic text in similar terms, only more so, or at least, more variously so. Readers of on-screen text interact physically with the text. Through the mouse, the cursor, the touch screen, or voice activation, the text becomes a dynamic object, capable of being physically manipulated and transformed. The presence of the text is heightened through the virtual reality of the screen world: readers become participants, control outcomes, and shape the text itself.
Figure 1 presents a screen from the Perseus project, a HyperCard application developed at Harvard and Boston Universities as an Annenberg/CPB project (Harward) . The project is designed to help undergraduates understand the classical Greek world and its literature. The particular module, from "Visualizing Aristophanes," helps students visualize a staged production of a Greek play.
In the Perseus model, learning is highly interactive and manipulative: students use the mouse to assign roles, to position and move characters on stage, and to block out the plays scene by scene. The on-screen text reflects the active, (May 1993) remember it longer, and to remember it more accurately. Perseus forces readers to be physically and mentally present, to interpret options, to make selections, and to construct textual, visual, and metaphoric worlds. Such materials take computer-based texts and computer-based learning well beyond simple page turning by giving readers control of flexible, interactive engagements with the text.
As Perseus suggests, reading text on screen tends to be a much more behaviorally interactive process than reading text on paper (Duchastel) . The parallel activities of reading and writing create the interaction. Screen readers are actively engaged with screen text, as they key in information, or capture text from one file and move it somewhere else, or annotate or add to existing information in a file. A similar interactivity is sometimes sought in books, as writers try to engage the reader in solving problems, considering scenarios, or attempting various learning activities while reading the text. However, writers of print material cannot force the interaction, they can only invite it; readers can play along or skim past the problem sets, brain teasers, or tutorial activities. Writers of on-screen text can force interaction, making it necessary for the reader to do something physical in order to get to the next step.
The contrast in interactivity distinguishes other genres as well. Consider printed novels and their screen counterparts: text-based "novels" or adventure games. Readers of novels are constrained by the linearity of the text. While there are fundamental differences in how readers respond to a text, the book presents the same face to each reader, and the choices of approach are very limited. One might choose to read the ending first or to peek at various chapters, but these are fairly impoverished choices. A reader of a text-based electronic novel or adventure game, in contrast, has to make constant decisions about where to go, what to do, who to follow or question. In doing so, the reader is forced to construct not just a mental representation of the work, but a physical representation as well (the succession of screens), through concrete manipulations of the text. Out of many possible physical constructions of the text, the reader creates one, a particular chronological and experiential ordering of the text, a reading that belongs to no other reader.
I am not holding up increased interactivity as a goal of print and I am not suggesting that, for example, electronic novels are richer or more satisfying than print novels. Such is clearly not the case. However, we should not underestimate the developing genre of electronic novel: writers are discovering new forms of literary textuality and engaging in some very interesting experiments. (See, for example, the special issue of Writing on the Edge, with its accompanying hypernovellas on disk.) In these experiments, authors engage readers in new forms of interaction, encourage readers to take control over the text, and blur the lines separating author and reader. We need to be alert to interactivity as a deeply interwoven feature of electronic texts, one we are just beginning to exploit.
The Shape of Text to Come: The Texture of Print on Screens
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Functionally Mapped Text
Text, whether on page or on screen, performs a function of some sort: informing, directing, questioning, or posing situations contrary to fact. Such functional variation is often expressed linguistically through the grammatical systems of mood (indicative, imperative, interrogative, subjunctive). Readers can also usually make some rhetorical determination as to what a chunk of text is doing-whether it is making a generalization, committing a vow, stating a fact, offering an example or definition, offering metacommentary on the text itself, or some other text act. In many printed texts, such functional variation is mapped semantically-one interprets the functional roles of various chunks of text by inferring purpose from the meaning of the words or phrases. Often, semantic or rhetorical function shifts are mapped by cohesive devices, phrases like "for example," or "to consider my next point." When text shifts from one function to another, the rhetorical tension at the boundary tends to demand some kind of signal, and the language is rich in such signal systems (Bernhardt, "Reader").
Both sorts of text-print and screen-based-also use visual cues of layout and typography to signal functional shifts. The visual system maps function onto text, signaling to the reader how the text is to be read and acted upon. Thus tutorial writers (print or on-line) might use a numbered list of action steps, with explanations indented below each action, or they might use a double-column playscript format, with actions on the left and results or explanations on the right. Boldface or other typographical signals might highlight actions, while parentheses or italics might signal incidental commentary. The visual structuring that functionally differentiates text is reinforced by syntactic cues that highlight the action being performed-imperative or declarative grammatical structures, sequence cues like next or enumeratives, and explanatory phrases like "to complete the installation" or "pressing the return key enters the value."
When language is on-screen, readers must be able to distinguish different functions: * Some language cues interaction with the system: how to manage files, execute commands, or control the display. * Other language cues navigation: where one is, how to move around, or how to get help. * Still other language offers system messages, showing that errors have occurred or that the system is currently processing some command. Some language simply reminds readers of the system status or default settings. * And some language is informativelideational.
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The tight interworking of text and action leads to frequent system requests for action that the reader must interpret and respond to correctly (from the system's point of view). These functional discriminations are not unique to electronic text, but they tend to be much more important to efficient reading, and they tend to demand highly planned and carefully structured formatting decisions on the part of the writer. Figure 2 shows rich functional mapping in a screen from the Jefferson Project, a HyperCard "electronic writing notebook" developed to support writing instruction at the University of Southern California (Chignell and Lacy).
Numerous buttons exist on this screen-places to click with the mouse that execute some move or operation. Because text is fragmented and localized, on-screen text has problems with local cohesion. Closely related ideas must frequently be separated by screen boundaries. Even lists of strictly parallel, coordinate information must often bridge screen divisions, and the break from one screen to the next presents a larger gap than that from one page to the next. Consider that in a book, even when chunks of information must be broken at page boundaries, there is a 50% chance that the boundary will be at facing pages. And print layout can be manipulated to keep related information on one page. The problem is more difficult with small screen dimensions and strictly modular text fragments. Each module must, to some extent, stand on its own, interpretable without close logical cohesion with other screens. The writer must assume that a reader can arrive at a given screen from practically anywhere, so there can be no assumption that the reader has built up a model of the logical relations of the text from processing pages in a linear order.
It might be argued that since screen text can easily be scrolled, text need not be fragmented into screen-size modules. While it is true that most windows allow scrolling of text that is longer than a screen, scrolling is inherently unsatisfactory. When text must be scrolled to be viewed, readers hesitate, not knowing whether to scroll down or skip the text. And while a reader can quickly skim a stack of information if each card is completely contained within the window, it is time-consuming and ultimately wasteful to have to scroll to see if text should be read.
Also, when text is not composed in screen-size bites, readers tend to lose their places and become disoriented. An example of this occurs with the ERIC CD-ROM indexes on Silver Platter.
The Page Up and Page Down keys are used to move through lists of references, but these commands take the reader across the boundaries of individual entries. Readers (at least this reader) constantly lose track of whether entries have been read or not, since top-of-screen is not also top-of-page. Information that identifies titles or authors is frequently separated visually from other important text (such as abstracts or keywords), and a given type of information (such as title or author) is never in the same place on the screen. The whole system feels Modular text does have its advantages. One distinct advantage is that the same text base can serve multiple audiences and multiple purposes for reading (Walker) . When texts are composed in screen size chunks, the same modular text fragments can be used to build different documents or different paths through a document. Novice and expert tracks, for example, can be structured out of the same set of information. Whatever we may wish for, modular text is definitely the shape of text to come. For many pragmatic uses of screen-based text (such as online help), highly localized, non-sequential, fragmented pieces of text work fine. Such modularization leads to tremendous economy-a single piece of text can be written once, but read and used many times, by various writers and readers, for various purposes. It is well suited to mass storage on CD-ROM disks and to search-and-retrieve operations using keywords or browsers.
We might speculate on the effects of modularity. Will readers become less tolerant of extended arguments and reasoning? Will all texts disintegrate into fragments-a chopped up hash of language-with texts of 75-words-or-less dominating the presentation of information? Will we stop thinking of reading as an extended, engrossing transaction with a text and its author and think of reading, instead, as gleaning or grazing across a range of textbits? Yes and no. Some of us will continue to engage with extended, lengthy, integrated text for certain purposes under certain conditions. And all of us will be exposed to increasing quantities of textbits-bits that are skimmed and scanned, compiled and com-positioned, presented through various text databases that help us organize and exploit the information explosion.
Hierarchical, Layered, Embedded Text
To a limited extent, printed text can achieve a special sort of modularization through layered or embedded effects. Within passages of text, semantic cues signal that information is peripheral, or supportive, or explanatory, or defining. Parentheses, footnotes, asides, and facsimile or boxed text all allow writers to escape the immediately present text, to move down or across a level in the text hierarchy, to assign a different status to information, to put it next to or below the predominant text level. In longer printed texts, writers can assemble glossaries, indexes, information on authors, prefaces, notes on the edition, or notes to specific groups of readers. These devices give print some texture of hierarchy, indicating that not all information is on the same level. Readers can pursue the mainline text, but they can also read peripheral or supporting information that has a status other than mainline. Texts digress.
Books, however, are imperfectly suited to hierarchical or embedded text. 
Navigable Text
Readers of all text must navigate; they must find their ways through sometimes large or diffuse collections of information. And they have developed navigational strategies for print-using signposts such as tables of contents, indexes, headings, headers, pagination, and so on. Print readers can flip around in a text, scan very quickly, size up the whole, and generally learn from physical and directional cues where they are in the text and where information they need is likely to be.
Imagine your own strategies for reading a newspaper: how it is you decide what to read and how much of it, how your eyes work the page, how quickly and efficiently you take in information. There are highly developed skills operating here, and it shouldn't be too surprising that the early forms of teletext news, presented as a simple scrolling panel of information, did not enjoy much acceptance since they did not allow readers to exercise existing, efficient strategies for using print. People do not want to read extended text on screen, especially when the machine controls the content and the pace. Readers want control.
Books are highly evolved forms: what they do, they do well. A reader can come to a book with highly evolved strategies for getting information from print, but users of computer systems are often handicapped by not having useful, productive strategies for approaching computer-based text. They are often frustrated when they apply learned strategies from print or from other software, only to find that one system doesn't work the same way another one does. Because the screen lacks the total physical presence of a printed text, screen readers have difficulty sizing up the whole, getting a full sense of how much information is present and how much has been viewed. One knows immediately where one is in a book, but it is often difficult to maintain the same intelligence in screen-based text. And so readers of on-screen text have a difficult time navigating. They must read through a window onto a text, and that window limits what the reader sees at any one time. The window is a flat, two-dimensional space, and it is notoriously difficult to know exactly where one is, where one has been, or where one is going. And when an on-screen text is complicated by multiple windows and multiple active files, levels of embedded texts, or a hypermedia environment, navigation poses significant threats to coherence.
A critical threat to the usefulness of on-screen text is the homogeneity problem (Nielsen 299). Text on a computer screen tends to be uniform; because of consistent display fonts, spacing, margins, color, design, and size of text modules, it all starts to look the same. Contrast a book with a newspaper or a shopping list to get a sense of the variation in surface that print presents and it becomes clear why on-screen readers are frequently lost in textual space. The challenge of designing text on screens rests in large part on overcoming the machine's tendency toward a homogeneous surface.
Many initial attempts to provide navigation aids for screen-based text are analogically borrowed from paper text. Menus are something like tables of contents, except that when one makes a decision about where to go for information, the page turning is automatic. Indexes look similar in both media and work equally well if designed well. Still borrowing on paper cues, screen headers and footers-as well as titles on menus, pop-up windows, or text modules-can tell readers of screen text where they are, much as one can tell in many books Standard navigation devices are quickly emerging, so that screen readers can bring learned strategies to new interfaces and new texts. In many programs, the perimeter of the screen is defined as a wayfinding area, containing cues about where one currently is (as in the title on the screen) and about where one can currently go (as represented primarily in the choices of active icons). Having worked with a few programs that use similar devices, readers come to expect the icons to be active-to respond to a point-and-click. They realize, too, that cues will generally allow them to determine where they are and where they can go. They relate to the home menu-the familiar, top-level screen that offers a breakdown of wayfinding options at the broadest level. Such screens constitute landmarks to the navigator-familiar, easily recognizable locations. Readers come to expect to be able to do certain things, and well-designed systems use the navigational knowledge readers have naturally acquired through interaction with other programs, just as book designers offer readers an index, or a page number, or a chapter title.
Spacious Text
Print is constrained by sheer physical bulk. Consider the constraint of bulk on the compact Oxford English Dictionary, with its print compressed to the point of practical illegibility to the naked eye, crammed onto pages full of abbreviations and omitted information. Or consider the sheer bulk of paper documentation necessary to run a complex piece of machinery-an aircraft carrier or an airplane. The sheer weight of paper makes a strong argument for online information. The tons of paper documentation that burn the precious fuel supply of a submarine have a negligible weight in electronic form. The same physicality that makes books easy to use-portable, handy, laptop-makes them impossible to use as systems grow larger and more complex, and as the need for documentation increases proportionately (or geometrically).
No similar physical constraint shapes electronic text. The result is a spaciousness in both the amount of information that can be recorded and in the design of information display. Steven Jobs can include the Oxford English Dictionary and Shakespeare's plays in the NEXT computer's memory-no problem. The price of memory has been decreasing quickly while new technologies increase storage limits. Large stacks of information can be duplicated for the price of a disk; huge quantities of information can reside on a single compact disk. A CD-ROM disk might hold 550,000 pages of text with 1,000 characters per page. But it weighs only ounces, fits into your pocket, and will soon be replaced by more compact storage media.
Writers Screen-based text takes information in iconic, visually metaphoric directions. We know people learn about complicated systems best when they have organizing metaphors. Electronic information allows us to exploit metaphors, so that the screen is a window onto a desktop and information is kept in files. We use control panels, complete with gauges, switches, bells, and alarm clocks. We relate easily to the icons of control, throwing text into the garbage can or moving icons for pages (representing files) from one location to another.
We seem to adapt easily to metaphoric designs. Figure 5 , the drawing palette from DrawPerfect, is thoroughly iconic and metaphoric.
We use palettes to choose colors and patterns and use brushes, pencils, and erasers to draw objects. We enter a metaphoric world, one reliant on the objective correlates of an artist's workspace and tools. The knowledge and manipulation is visual, physical, and immediate; it exploits powerful, metaphoric knowledge based on the screen's correspondence to other objects and activities. At its best, the interface is intuitive, and we move easily from one application to the next, relying on our sense of metaphor to identify similar functions and to make guesses, building a visual, interpretive intelligence as we go along. Once one knows how to read a book, one can pick up any book from any publisher. We are getting closer to such intuitive convenience in software applications and interface design.
One striking fact about the interface in the DrawPerfect palette, a DOS program, is its similarity to applications on the Macintosh. DrawPerfect represents the convergence of design around mouse-driven, point-and-click, windowed, pop-up interfaces. It is the product of rapid evolution and reflects the dominance of a single, strong design model over many applications from many different companies. The convergence on a design standard is a wonderful convenience, since the reader can make an easy transition from one application to the next, from one system to the next, relying on learned strategies for interacting with on-screen text. (Conversely, it is the points of divergence, when the program looks like a Macintosh application but doesn't work like one, that drive people crazy.)
Of course, the phosphor glow of screen text causes its share of problems. We are subjected to flicker, glare, and electronic interference. The screen image suffers, and so we do, from non-optimal light conditions. Our eyes complain of fatigue from attempting to maintain focus on a curved screen. We are hampered by screen size and resolution. But that same phosphor offers a fluid, dynamic medium, with many more options than print has for displaying information and exploiting visual intelligence. The control over the shape of text that microcomputers grant users leads inevitably toward not just customizable but publishable text. Just as the printing press eventually put books into everyone's hands, desktop publishing systems put the printing press into everyone's hands. Anyone can now design, display, and print work that is potentially indistinguishable from professionally printed work.
Traditionally, much of the cost of print has been in the production stagethe human and machine costs of typesetting, paper, binding, and distribution. Longer length or fancier graphics meant higher prices. The high production cost per unit for books and magazines made copies fairly expensive, but highly portable and accessible to anyone who could read. With screen-based text, however, much of the cost of production is shifted from the printer to the author and the audience. It is cheap and easy to duplicate disks. And disks (whether floppy or hard) hold immense quantities of information in a small format, so issues of length are no longer so important to overall cost. A disk can hold graphics and animated sequences, color diagrams and fancy fontography, interactive tutorials and reference materials. Once the information is coded to the disk, reproduction is a simple, inexpensive matter.
But the more complicated the on-screen text, the higher the overhead demands on authors and readers. Instead of printers needing high-priced equipment and expensive materials to produce fancy texts, writers need high-priced equipment to author texts, and readers now need high-priced equipment to run the disk. And whereas there never were compatibility problems between readers and books, there are now multiple and vexing problems of matching hardware and software.
Once printed, paper text is fairly static. It presents the same face to all readers, so that my copy of a book looks just like yours. In contrast to the static quality of paper text, on-screen text is fluid and customizable, updatable and expandable. These qualities lead to multiple versions, to individually adapted texts, and give an elasticity to electronic text that changes the nature of publication. And with the advent of desktop publishing, the movement from screenbased text to paper is eased, so even print loses its static quality. A writer can produce papers or books in multiple versions, easily redesigned and updated. Print is no longer permanent, because the cost and effort of updating editions is negligible. The fluidity of the screen has begun to overcome the static inertia of print.
The Shape of Text to Come
The shape of text changes as it moves from paper to screen. On-screen text is eminently interactive, closely embedded in ongoing action in real-time settings. It borrows heavily on the evolved strategies readers possess for interacting with printed texts, but provides a more fluid, changeable medium, so that the text itself becomes an object for manipulation and change.
As texts change, we will develop new strategies for reading and writing. Text bases will grow, becoming huge compilations of information stored on disk with no corresponding printed versions. It will feel natural to move through large pools of information, and we will rely on learned strategies for knowing where we are, where we want to go, and what we want to do when we get there. We will develop new sorts of reading skills, ones based around text that is modular, layered, hierarchical, and loosely associative. We will demand control over text-over its display, its structure, and its publication.
We are now at a point of transition of the sort described by Ong, similar to transitions from orality to literacy or from handwritten manuscripts to printed. The computer is becoming increasingly dominant as a primary medium for presenting and working with texts. As we take control of computer-based texts,
